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Measuring a Man

No biography of Bingham has ever been written and perhaps 
none ever will be. It is too late now. He has been in his grave 
for many years. Those  .  .  .  who knew him intimately and 
watched his public career and were received into his confi-
dence are all gone. His family are scattered and his books 
and papers. All authentic records too are gone, save of some 
of his speeches in Congress, and a few others.  .  .  . So there 
is little encouragement for anyone to attempt a life. Besides 
those who would purchase such a book are gone too. There 
could be now little inducement for the preparation of such 
a “life.”

Walter Gaston Shotwell, 1927

Americans are of two minds about their past. When the subject is mili-
tary history, the Civil War holds a special place in our national life. When 
it comes to political and legal history, the Founding Fathers and the birth 
of the Constitution are sacred. Most people know who Robert E. Lee and 
Alexander Hamilton were and want to learn more about them. Turn this 
pairing around, however, and a strange thing happens. Interest in the 
Revolutionary War is less common: George Washington is the only gen-
eral who stands out. Likewise, the politicians who led the Civil War are 
largely unknown, except for Abraham Lincoln. This indifference to the 
civil side of the Civil War is unfortunate because the Confederacy’s defeat 
led to constitutional changes that were as profound as the ones launched 
in Philadelphia after our first civil war between royalists and patriots.1 
 The most striking example of neglect with respect to our Founding 
Sons is Congressman John Bingham of Ohio. In 1866, Bingham wrote 
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the following language that became part of Section One of the Four-
teenth Amendment to the Constitution: 

No state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privi-
leges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any state 
deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of 
law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection 
of the laws.2 

This is the most important sentence in the Constitution. It is the lan-
guage that the Supreme Court used to desegregate the public schools, 
end discrimination against women, establish equal voting rights, and 
find the right to sexual privacy.3 The first section of the Fourteenth 
Amendment is also the text that extends most of the Bill of Rights to 
the actions of state governments, since the Founding Fathers believed 
that the first eight constitutional amendments—including the freedom 
of speech, the right to bear arms, and the right to a jury trial—applied 
to only the federal government.4 Yet the man who crafted the Four-
teenth Amendment’s guarantees of liberty and equality, along with his 
understanding of what they were intended to do, was forgotten even 
before he died.5 
 Bingham’s invisibility is even more astounding given that he was at 
the center of almost every dramatic event that shook the Capitol in the 
1860s. Not long after entering the House of Representatives in 1855, he 
became one of the strongest anti-slavery voices of the Republican Party. 
When Lincoln was murdered in 1865, Bingham was appointed as one 
of the prosecutors in the military trial of John Wilkes Booth’s alleged 
accomplices and delivered the closing argument against them. He was 
also the most influential leader in shaping the demands that the North 
made on the South before the ex-rebels could return to the Union, 
and when Lincoln’s successor, Andrew Johnson, sabotaged that policy, 
Bingham joined the team that prosecuted the president’s impeachment 
in the Senate and gave the closing argument there as well. All of this 
was in addition to his career as a lawyer, his skill as an orator, and a suc-
cessful tenure as the U.S. ambassador to Japan in the 1870s and 1880s.
 Many who saw Bingham in action knew that he was touched by 
greatness. A profile published in 1863 described him in his prime: 
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In person he is spare, and rather slight; sharp in face and sharp all over, 
as well in mind as in body. Rather inclined to verbosity, he is, neverthe-
less, regarded on all hands to be one of the ablest debaters in the House, 
as he is beyond doubt the readiest speaker in either branch of Congress. 
He is of medium stature, inclining forward in attitude; shoulders tending 
to be a little out of square—the last two features in his personal appear-
ance not being in any manner improved by his habit of buttoning his 
coat at the waist. His face, not round, is deeply furrowed and indented, 
giving him the appearance of an austere, thoughtful man. His brown, 
brilliant eyes are deeply set in his head; his nose prominent, as is usual 
with prominent men; forehead bold and intellectual; hair thin, light 
brown, sprinkled with gray, complexion fair; he is quiet and inclined to 
reserve his manners . . . 

In repose there is nothing in his appearance to attract the attention of 
the casual observer. In looking down upon the House from the galleries, 
with a scanning eye even, the stranger would scarcely select him as one 
of its acknowledged leaders. It is only when he rises and launches into 
some high theme, with his massive and manly arguments enunciated in 
a sonorous, round, full and powerful voice, and in elevated, well modu-
lated, chastely framed periods, flowing in spontaneous smoothness and 
profusion from his tongue, that you are conscious of being in the pres-
ence of a remarkable man.6 

Like every powerful man, Bingham also had his detractors. Some 
thought that he was too radical in the pursuit of racial justice, and oth-
ers thought that he was too moderate. He was called a “woman-killer” 
because of his role in the execution of Mary Surratt, one of the convicted 
conspirators to Lincoln’s assassination who claimed that she was inno-
cent. A prominent historian in the 1930s called Bingham a politician 
who was “all shrewd, adroit, empty, and on the make.”7  And some law 
professors have dismissed the author of the Equal Protection Clause as 
“befuddled” or as “a gasbag” who did not possess a strong legal mind.8

  John Bingham’s life is a study of the role of the rule of law in a con-
stitutional democracy. His fight against slavery and the invention of the 
Fourteenth Amendment presented these questions in the starkest terms, 
as they were deeply concerned about embedding into law the creed that 
“all men are created equal.” At the same time, the unconventional means 
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that Bingham championed to achieve those ends, such as an extended 
period of military rule in the South and the stripping of the Supreme 
Court’s jurisdiction to consider a lawsuit challenging his Reconstruc-
tion policy, stretched the Constitution to its breaking point. Likewise, 
his participation in a military trial, not a jury trial, of the citizens who 
were accused of killing a president was controversial and raised the 
age-old question of what “due process of law” means in a time of war. 
Finally, the inability of legal equality under the Fourteenth Amendment 
to secure equal justice for African Americans until Dr. Martin Luther 
King Jr. carried Bingham’s work forward in the 1960s shows that the 
rule of law is not enough to make freedom ring. Nevertheless, justice 
without law is impossible, and Bingham’s labors were essential to the 
long, slow march of progress.9

 Lincoln was our greatest constitutional poet, but Bingham was the 
man who turned that poetry into prose. It was an unlikely journey, 
filled with personal tragedies and professional triumphs, which rede-
fined the United States as one nation under law.
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